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the experimenter when their attention to it ceases or is re-
sumed. It is found, with most subjects, that attention lapses
every five or six seconds. Thus we attend to a task not con-
tinuously, but in spurts.
Another problem which psychologists have tried to solve
experimentally is whether we can attend to two or more
things at once. To be able to do so is obviously a valuable
asset to the teacher, who has usually to divide his attention
between his actual lesson and the behaviour of his pupils.
Division of attention is investigated by requiring a subject to
perform each of two or more tasks separately, estimating his
performance at each in a given time; then requiring him to
perform them simultaneously, again estimating performance.
Convenient tasks for this purpose are sorting playing-cards
into suits and continuing a series of numbers in arithmetical
progression—for example, 29, 33, 37, ... It is found, as we
should expect, that in the simultaneous performance both
^lasks suffer; and we have here a very clear instance of the
law of span. The mental energy, instead of flowing in one
channel, is flowing in two, and the supply available for each
is less. When one of the tasks is nearly automatic, however,
such as tapping at maximum speed, the performance does not
suffer much when it is combined with something else; perhaps
very little mental energy is required for such a task* In these
experiments on division of attention the introspection of the
subject reveals an interesting and important point—namely,
that attention fluctuates from the one task to the other. We
will to attend to one of the tasks, and are able to continue it
automatically for a little time, while we attend to the other.
Thus we do not really attend to two things at once; there is
a more or less rapid alternation of the two at the focus of
consciousness.
We have here an example of McDougall's important
dictum that " conation outlasts the cognition which initiates
it." 1 It is a familiar experience to intend doing something
and to forget what that something is. We have an experience
of conation or striving, but the object of striving has gone from
1 An Outline of Psychology 9 p. 282.

